Abstract. We derive a nonlinear integral equation to calculate Root's solution of the Skorokhod embedding problem for atom-free target measures. We then use this to efficiently generate bounded time-space increments of Brownian motion and give a parabolic version of Muller's classic "Random walk over spheres" algorithm.
Introduction
Let µ be a centered probability measure on the real line and B = (B t ) t≥0 denote a one-dimensional Brownian motion. The Skorokhod embedding problem given by µ consists of constructing a stopping time τ such that (SEP µ ) B τ ∼ µ and B τ = (B t∧τ ) t≥0 is uniformly integrable.
More than 50 years after Skorokhod [32] , we can now choose from a wide range of different stopping times which solve this problem [14, 28] . In general such a stopping time may depend in a very complex way on the Brownian trajectory. This can make it computationally expensive (or even intractable) in applications to determine the actual realization of the stopping time τ for a given Brownian trajectory. From this point of view, one of the earliest solutions of (SEP µ ), the so-called Root solution, is one that stands out: in 1969 Root [30] showed that if µ is centered and has a second moment then there exists a closed subset (of time-space), the so-called Root barrier,
, ∞] such that the hitting time τ = inf {t > 0 : (t, B t ) ∈ R} (inf ∅ = ∞) solves (SEP µ ) given by µ. The Root barrier R can be described by a lower semicontinuous barrier function r, R = {(t, x) : t ≥ r (x)} , and, among all solutionsτ of (SEP µ ), it has the key property of minimizing E τ 2 (see Rost [31] and Loynes [21] ). Unfortunately, Root's existence proof is not constructive and until recently it was not known how to characterize or compute R (or, equivalently, r) in terms of the measure µ. A seminal paper by Hobson [15] on applications to model independent hedging of exotic options led to a revived interest in (SEP µ ) (the Root solution gives a lower bound on options on variance) and motivated by such applications, the Root barrier was more recently identified as the free boundary of an obstacle PDE (work of Dupire, Cox-Wang, Oberhauser-Reis; [10, 8, 27, 7] ). This allows one to compute R in two steps: first, solve numerically the nonlinear PDE (using finite difference or BSDE methods), and second, numerically calculate the associated free boundary of this PDE.
The first and main contribution of this paper consists of characterizing the barrier function r directly via a non-linear integral equation. More precisely, if µ is atom-free, then r solves the following equation: E L
x−y r(x)−r(y) P (B τ ∈ dy) ∀x ∈ (−∞, ∞) .
The random field (L x t ) t≥0,x∈R denotes the local time of the standard Brownian motion and u µ and u δ0 are the potential functions 1 of the measures µ and the Dirac delta δ 0 respectively (recall from (SEP µ ) that P (B τ ∈ dy) = µ (dy)). The derivation of this integral equation is short, intuitive and entirely probabilistic as it relies solely on the Itô-Tanaka formula and the fact that the local time is an additive functional of the path of Brownian motion.
Note that all terms in equation (1.1) can be explicitly expressed as functions of x, y, r (x) , r (y), making (1.1) a nonlinear integral equation for the function r, with the integral kernel given by g (t, x) = E [L x t ] (see Corollary 1 for the explicit formula for g). It is well-known (see e.g. [29] ) that the question of uniqueness of solutions of such equations is delicate in general. In this case we give a short proof of the uniqueness of the solution of (1.1) that applies to the class of measures with a continuous barrier function via the uniqueness of the viscosity solution of a non-linear PDE characterizing the Root solution of (SEP µ ) given in [27] .
In the rest of the article we then specialize to the case of barriers that have a barrier function that is symmetric around 0, continuous and monotone. In this case it becomes numerically much easier to solve (1.1) since r does 1 That is the formal densities of the occupation measures µU =´∞ 0 µPtdt and δ 0 U =´∞ 0 δ 0 Ptdt where Pt denotes the semigroup of Brownian motion.
not appear anymore in the domain of the integral and (1.1) becomes a Volterra type integral equation of the first kind. Furthermore, we again use the viscosity approach of [27] to establish sufficient and easy to verify conditions on the probability measure µ which guarantee that its barrier has these properties. These results give a theoretical justification for the application of a simple numerical scheme to this integral equation, yielding a much faster and more accurate numerical method for directly computing r, for a class of symmetric probability measures µ with compact support, than the nonlinear PDE approach described above.
The second contribution of this paper is to show that (SEP µ ), and in particular the Root solution described by the equation (1.1), can be very useful in sampling Brownian increments, an essential task in Monte Carlo schemes. Recall the arguably simplest algorithm: (τ 0 , X 0 ) = (0, 0) and
Then the equality holds: (τ n , X n ) n∈N Law = (τ n , B τn ) n∈N . We would like to stress here that this algorithm works because τ 1 solves (SEP µ ): B τ1 ∼ N (0, 1). In fact, setting r ≡ 1, i.e.
it follows τ 1 ≡ 1 = inf {t > 0 : (t, B t ) ∈ R} and we see that Root's solution for µ = N (0, 1) yields the classical Euler scheme. Note however that, at least in principle, Root's result allows us to choose µ to be any probability measure on real numbers. The canonical choice, as pointed out by Dupire, in terms of speed of simulation on a standard computer, which is very efficient in drawing quasi-random numbers from the uniform distribution, is to take µ = U [−1, 1]. In this case the barrier function r can be computed arbitrarily accurately via (1.1), yielding a simulation algorithm
Again we have (τ n , X n ) n∈N Law = (τ n , B τn ) n∈N . What makes this algorithm particularly interesting, besides its computational efficiency, is the fact that the time-space process (t, B t ) t≥0 , and in particular the Brownian motion itself, is uniformly bounded between consecutive sampling times τ n and τ n+1 for all n ∈ N:
(the first inequality is sharp but the second is not, see Corollary 5) . It is clear that Brownian scaling can be used to modify the above algorithm, which is described in detail in Section 4, to sample increments during which the uniform bound is arbitrarily small (i.e. µ = U [−ǫ, ǫ], ǫ > 0). Such a property is particularly useful in Monte-Carlo schemes for computing solutions of PDEs with time-dependent boundaries (this observation has been made by many different authors before, e.g. Dupire, Milstein-Tretyakov, Deaconu-Hermann, DeaconuLejay-Zein [25, 9, 33] ). In Section 5 we show how this sampling algorithm gives rise to a parabolic version of a classic Monte-Carlo scheme of Muller [26] on random walks over spheres. The key idea in this paper is to relate the solution of the obstacle problem describing the Root barrier with the solution of a non-linear integral equation. This general approach dates back to the work of McKean [23] , who showed that the value function in the pricing problem for a discounted American call option can be represented in terms of the free boundary function, which itself satisfies a system of non-linear integral equations. The question of the uniqueness of the solution of the integral equation in the context of American options was resolved by Peskir [29] (see also the work of Chadam and Chen [5] ).
Let us finish by mentioning that there have been a number of exciting recent developments relevant to topics treated in this paper: the work of Beiglböck-Huesmann [3] deriving the existence of such barriers via optimal transport, the paper of Galichon, Henry-Labordere and Touzi who study (SEP µ ) as an optimal stopping problem [13] and the work of Ankirchner, Hobson and Strack on finite embeddings [1, 2] .
the root barrier as the unique solution of an integral equation
We begin by recalling classic results on the existence of such barriers.
Note that different barriers can embed the same law. This was resolved by Loynes by the introduction of regular barriers Definition 2. We say that a barrier R resp. its barrier function r is regular if r vanishes outside
where x + and x − are the first positive resp. negative zeros 2 of r. 
Moreover, τ minimizes for every t ≥ 0 the residual expectation E (τ − t)
+ =´∞ t P (τ > s) ds among allτ that are solutions of (SEP µ ).
Remark 1. Since the Root barrier R is a closed set and the process (t, B t ) t≥0 has continuous trajectories, the representation of R as in point (3) of Theorem 1 above yields
For example for µ = 
Denote the semigroup operator of standard Brownian motion with P Since (in dimension one) Brownian motion is recurrent, µU B is infinite if µ is positive. However, the right hand side −´R |x − y| µ (dy) is still well defined for every µ that has a finite moment and Chacon [4] demonstrated that this is indeed a very useful quantity to study hitting times. It plays an essential role for understanding the dynamics of the Root solution.
Definition 3 (Potential function). Let µ be a probability measure on (R, B (R)) that has a first moment. We define u µ ∈ C (R, (−∞, 0]) as u µ (x) := −ˆR |x − y| µ (dy) . and call u µ the potential function of the probability measure µ. 
The interest in above theorem is that only the expected local times (L x t ) t,x of the unstopped Brownian motion appear, which have an explicit formula. Hence, r solves an explicitly given nonlinear integral equation. 2 The first positive zero of some lower-semicontinuous function r :
Similarly for the first negative zero x − ∈ [−∞, 0]; see [21, Section 3] . 3 For parts of this article the assumption of finite variance can be dispensed with.
2t − |x| Erfc |x| √ 2t and let µ be an atom-free, centered probability measure of finite variance on (R, B (R)). Then the regular barrier function r of the Root solution for (SEP µ ) solves the nonlinear Volterra integral equation
We prepare the proof of Theorem 2 with a lemma:
Proof. Since µ is atom-free, the first positive and negative zeros cannot be 0, x + > 0 and x − < 0. We now claim that for all (t, x) in the Root barrier R,
(here (y, x) should be understood as (x, y) if x < y). Indeed, assume on the contrary that for some x there exists
For simplicity, first assume 0 < y < x and r (x) > 0. Then note that due to lower semicontinuity and Loynes regularity of r, we can find r > 0 and δ > 0 such that r (z) ≥ r > 0 for every z ∈ (−δ, x). Define y ′ := and note that y < y ′ < x ′ < x. We then have
For the case r (x) = 0 we have either x = x + , y < x or x = x − , y > x. In this case an analogous argument works. Now let t → B t ≡ B t (ω) be any continuous path, and let t be such that r (B t ) = t − δ < t. We claim that this implies that for some s < t, r (B s ) < s. Indeed, if B t− δ 2 = B t we are done, otherwise by (2.3), there exists y
But then by continuity of B, B s = y for some s ∈ t − δ 2 , t and this s satisfies s > r (B s ).
This argument, together with the inequality (2.1) and the definition of τ then imply r (B τ ) = τ .
Using this, we can now prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Apply the Tanaka-Ito formula to the process (B τ ∧t − x) t≥0 to get
Note that if µ is atom-free then r does not have jumps and it holds that τ = r (B τ ) a.s. We use this to transform the last term into an explicit integral by conditioning
where we have used Lemma 1 for the second equality. If we restrict attention to points
4 Wlog we realize Brownian motion on the canonical Wiener space to justify the disintegration with the conditional expectation.
where for the third equality we have used that Brownian motion is Markov and that its local time is an additive functional of Brownian trajectories. Plugging this into (2.4) we see that
Since (r (x) , x) ∈ R, the left hand side multiplied by (−1) equals the potential function of µ, u µ , (see [8, 27] for a proof of this) and we have derived the integral equation.
In Subsection 2.2 we show that r is not only one but the unique solution of the integral equation (2.2). In general it can be hard to numerically solve the integral equation due to the appearance of the unknown r as an argument in the continuous integral kernel g as well as the domain of integration. However, in special cases where more is known about the geometry of R this can become significantly easier and in the rest of this article we focus on measures that lead to symmetric, bounded and monotone barrier functions.
Assumption 1. µ is a centered probability measure on (R, B (R)) such that the regular Root barrier solving (SEP µ ) is given by a function r that is symmetric around 0, continuous and non-increasing on
The symmetry, boundedness and especially the monotonicity allows to write the integral as an integral with a domain that does not depend on r. This simplifies the numerics needed to solve such integral equations for the unknown function r.
Corollary 2. Let µ fulfill Assumption 1. Then r solves the nonlinear Volterra integral equation of the first kind
Proof. By assumption on r {y : r (y) < r (x)} = (−x, −∞) ∪ (x, ∞) and by symmetry of the local time in space the statement follows .
Of course, Assumption 1 is not very useful in practice since in general it is very hard to deduce properties of the geometry of the barrier R from µ. Therefore we provide in Section 3 simple and easy to verify conditions on µ that imply Assumption 1.
Remark 3. The solutionr of the equation
will be a lower bound for the true solution r, i.e.r (x) ≤ r (x). Hence a simple inverse problem (or even a simple ODE after taking d dx if smoothness or r is known) gives a lower bound for r which often is quite reasonable (for example if µ = U [−1, 1]).
2.2.
The barrier function is the unique solution of the integral equation. We want to find the Root barrier by solving numerically the integral equation (2.2). Therefore we still need to show that (2.2) has a unique solution in a reasonable class of functions. Unfortunately, there are very few general results for the uniqueness of such nonlinear integral equations (Volterra equation of the first kind; see [20, Chapter 5] ). However, by using the special structure of equation (2.2) and the connections with viscosity solutions of obstacle PDEs [27] , we are able to prove uniqueness in the case when r is continuous. While Theorem 2 applies to singular distributions (like the Cantor distribution) we show uniqueness of (2.2) Theorem 3. Let µ be an atom-free and centered probability measure on (R, B (R)).
is a continuous viscosity solution with linear growth in the space variable to
Proof. u r is continuous on [0, ∞) × R and has linear growth in space by standard computations. By defining
it is enough to prove:
5 Note that r is defined as a function taking values that may include ∞, hence r can be continuous and r (x) = ∞ for a
x ∈ (−∞, ∞) is still possible.
1
, and the claim follows since distribution (super)solutions to ∂ t u − 1 2 ∂ xx u = 0 are actually viscosity (super)solutions [17] . It remains to prove point 3. Therefore denote with p (t,
2t the heat kernel. By using Fubini's theorem and that g (t, x) =´t 0 p (s, x) ds we immediately see that r(x)
Note that we use the continuity of r here since it guarantees that (R + × R) \ Q r is open and its parabolic boundary is {t = r (x)}.
Remark 4. The representation (2.6) is not surprising considering the classic literature on free boundaries and integral equations cited in the introduction. For the Root solution it seems to have been so far only considered for a special case of the reversed Root ("Rost barrier") barrier and derived via pure PDE/non-probabilistic arguments 6 [22] .
Corollary 3. Let µ be an atom-free and centered probability measure on (R, B (R)) that has a continuous barrier function. Then the barrier function r of the Root solution of (SEP µ ) is the unique continuous function that solves the integral equation (2.2).
Proof. Assume r is any other continuous function that solves (2.2). Then by Theorem 3 above we know that u r and u r both solve the obstacle PDE (2.7), hence by the uniqueness result in [27] they coincide (with −E [|B t∧τ − x|] where τ = inf {t > 0 : t ≥ r (B t )}). It follows (by comparing ∂ t − 1 2 ∂ xx u r with ∂ t − 1 2 ∂ xx u r ) that r (x) = r (x), µ (dx) a.e., and by continuity and Loynes regularity this implies r = r.
Remark 5. The uniqueness result presented here applies to a smaller class of measures than the class for which the integral equation (2.2) holds. While it covers some cases when the barrier function equals ∞, it does not apply to barriers that arise from singular measures like the Cantor distribution: while the first two steps of Theorem 3 still hold, we are not aware of a uniqueness result for the heat PDE (2.8) on a complicated (fractal like) domain as (R + × R) \ Q r (it may no longer be an open set in this case).
measures with symmetric, continuous and monotone barrier functions
Assumption 1, as introduced in Section 2, is usually not easy to verify for a given measure µ. It makes a statement about the shape of the barrier R resp. r and in general it is very hard to derive such properties from basic principles. In this section we use the viscosity methods developed in [27] to show that simple and easy to verify conditions imply Assumption 1. Proof. We first prove the monotonicity. Define u (t, x) = −E [|B t∧τ − x|]. From [27] it follows that u is the unique viscosity solution of
and that
We now prove that for any t ≥ 0, x → (u − u µ ) (t, x) is nonincreasing on [0, k] which then implies that r is nonincreasing. Therefore fix a sequence such that δ ε → δ 0 weakly, where δ ε has density ρ ε smooth, symmetric around 0, decreasing on R ≥0 and support contained in [−ε, ε]. We will consider the functions u ε , unique viscosity solutions to
Note that since u δε (x) ≥ u δ0 (x) − ε1 {|x|≤ε}} , we have that u δε ≥ u µ for ε small enough, and then u ε admits the representation
where B τ ε has distribution µ (for initial distribution B 0 ∼ δ ε ).The proof now proceeds in 3 steps.
Step 1. ∂ x u ε exists and is continuous on [0, ∞) × [−k, k]. For each t, u ε (t, ·) has for second (weak) derivative the measure µ t∧τ ε , law of B t∧τ ε . But actually µ t∧τ ε has a bounded density (uniformly in t ≥ 0), since
here λ is the Lebesgue measure. It follows that ∂ x u exists and is continuous in x, uniformly in t. Joint continuity then follows easily as in [12, Corollary 2.7].
Step 2.
We first verify that w :
is increasing, i.e. w (0, ·) is convex, and since w (0, k) = w (0, 0) = 0, it follows that w (0, x) ≤ 0, any
• w (t, 0) = 0 since by symmetry u δε (t, x) = u δε (t, −x) (and idem for u µ ), • On the remaining part u ε ≡ u µ so that w ≡ 0.
Now note that w satisfies
(in the distributional sense) on D + , and since by assumption ∂ x f is a positive measure, w is a subsolution to the heat equation on D + . Moreover, by step 1 w is continuous and w ≤ 0 on ∂D + , hence it follows by the maximum principle that w ≤ 0 on D + as well.
This is a simple consequence of Step 2 and the fact that u ε → u by stability of viscosity solutions. Hence we get the desired monotonicity of (u − u µ ) (t, ·) for all t, and monotonicity of r follows. It follows that any discontinuity of r must be of jump-type, but it is obvious that if r jumps at x, then the distribution of B τ would have an atom at x, which is impossible since µ has a density. Hence r is continuous.
To show that r (0) = sup x r (x) is finite and to provide explicit bounds we need an additional quantitative assumption on how fast the mass near r (0) changes. 
Remark 7. A simple family of measures satisfying Assumptions 2 and 3 is given by
or any k > 0, α ≥ 1. In particular, this includes the family of uniform distributions U [−k, k].
Proposition 2. If µ fulfills Assumptions 2 and 3 then the corresponding barrier function r is finite on
Proof. Due to the monotonicity and the fact that µ charges any neighbourhood of 0, it is clear that r (x) is finite for any x > 0. We now prove f (0) < ∞. First recall that the probability for Brownian motion to stay in an interval (−a, a) is given by
see [11, ch.X,sec.5]. For any 0 < x < y ≤ k, we have
This can be rewritten as
Now fix 0 < η < 1 from Assumption 3 . Taking successively (x, y) = η l+1 k, η l k in (3.5) and summing, we get
It only remains to let l → ∞ and we finally obtain r (0 + ) < ∞. Putting the above together gives us the desired implication.
Corollary 4. If µ fulfills Assumption 2 and Assumption 3 then µ fulfills Assumption 1.
Above proofs show much more about r in the sense that they can give an explicit upper and lower bound on sup x∈R r (x) = r (0). For example for the special case of µ = U [−1, 1] that we are interested in for our Monte-Carlo application one easily derives the following statement.
Corollary 5. Let µ be the uniform distribution on
Proof. Since τ ≤ sup x r (x) = r (0) we have
Using B τ ∼ U [−1, 1] and a simple calculation this becomes
which immediately gives the lower bound. The upper bound follows from the proof of Proposition 2, since in that case 
Numerics for the integral equation.
Due to the importance of such integral equation in engineering and physics, there is an abundance of literature treating numerics, see [20] and the reference therein. We therefore do not discuss proofs of convergence etc. but to give a simple example that already the arguably simplest scheme, a forward Euler discretization, the integral equation can be solved very fast.
To calculate r for a given µ with supp = [−k, k] and density f , fix n ∈ N, set h = k n and for every i ∈ {1, . . . n} denote with r i the approximation to r (ih). Then we know that r n = 0 and (starting with i = n − 1) we can solve recursively the discretized nonlinear equation for r i [18, 16] ). The integral equation is stable in the sense that already with only 10 discretization points the approximation is fairly accurate away from x = 1. With n = 500 points the program finishes in less than 3 seconds on a standard laptop (Intel i5-3210M, 3.10 GHz, 3MB L3, 1600MHz FSB, 8GB DDR3 RAM).
generating bounded brownian time-space increments
As an application of the previous sections we now return to the approach pointed out in the introduction: that an intelligent choice of µ can lead to an efficient procedure to sample from Brownian trajectories. (1) if B is Brownian motion carried on a probability space (Ω, F , F t , P) satisfying the usual conditions (2) and the sequence of stopping times τ = (τ k ) k≥0 is defined as
then the following properties hold:
Moreover, the function r is the unique continuous solution of the integral equation
where
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2 and Markovianity of Brownian motion.
Using Brownian scaling one immediately gets
Corollary 7. If we fix ǫ > 0 and replace in the above the sequence
then the following properties hold
The interest in above statement is to simulate time-space Brownian motion t → (t, B t ) on a computer in an easy and efficient way: to sample one increment we only need to generate one uniformly distributed random variable U and evaluate the function r at U to match in law the increment of the time space process τ k+1 − τ k , B τ k+1 − B τ k . In pseudo code it reads
U ← U(0, 1)
return (∆t, ∆B) 6: end function Contrast this with standard methods where the time step is deterministic but a normally distributed space increment is simulated by transformations of (several) uniformly distributed random variables and table look-ups (for example via the Box-Muller transform, the Ziggurat algorithm, the Marsaglia polar method etc.).
On the other hand, the function r in above statement is not given by an explicit analytic expression. However, the integral equation can be solved with great precision and this computation needs to be done only once, then stored in a table (possibly after spline interpolation etc.), i.e. evaluating r at a point amounts to a table look-up.
The most attractive feature of above algorithm is that one can fix at every step a deterministic bound on the space and time increments and both resulting increments are trivial to simulate. In the next section we demonstrate this advantage on a short and simple non-trivial example: a Monte-Carlo simulation with adaptive step size applied to parabolic PDEs. The deterministic control over time-space increments allows to make very big steps without leaving the time-space domain which leads to a very fast algorithm. The use of exit times from a domain to simulate Brownian motion is classic and goes back to Muller in 1956 who used the uniform exit distribution of Brownian motion from a sphere to calculate elliptic PDEs (the so-called "random walk on touching spheres") of the form
, here τ D denotes the exit time of B from D. The attraction of this approach is that in every step one can choose the diameter of the sphere arbitrary big subject only to not intersecting ∂D before one samples the Brownian increment. These gives big Brownian increments that lead to a very fast algorithm. To make this work for a parabolic PDE (5.1)
(here we denote D = t≥0 {t} × D t ⊂ [0, ∞) × R and the parabolic boundary PD = ∂D\ ({0} × D 0 )) it is necessary to additionally sample the distribution of the exit time from the sphere. While analytic expressions are known, it is not efficient to simulate. This has been pointed out by many authors and work of MilsteinTretyakov, Deaconu-Hermann, Deaconu-Lejay-Zein et. al., [25, 9, 33] , propose the use of exit times of time-space Brownian motion from other shapes than spheres. The approach which is closest to the one presented here is the random "walk over moving spheres" (WoMS) introduced in [9] . In the short section below we show that the Root solution gives another way to construct such a random walk. It is optimal among all such approaches [25, 9, 33] in the sense that one samples simply from the uniform distribution. A (theoretical) disadvantage is that the barrier r is not known in explicit form and has to be stored as a table look-up though the results from the previous sections show that this can be done quite easily.
5.1.
A random walk over Root barriers. We introduce here a Monte-Carlo scheme to calculate the solution of the parabolic PDE (5.1). To avoid technicalities we assume the boundary is smooth.
Assumption 4. The space-time domain is of the form
where T ∈ (0, ∞) is fixed, a, b ∈ C 1 ((0, T ) , R) and a t < b t on (0, T ). In addition g is assumed to be regular enough so that the solution u to (5.1) satisfies
for some constant |u| Lip < ∞ (see e.g. [19] for several standard conditions guaranteeing this).
Definition 4. The parabolic distance to the boundary D is defined as
Remark 10. Since a, b are Lipschitz one can find a function ρ = ρ (t, x) such that
Definition 5. Denote r the barrier function associated with µ = U [−1, 1] and with R ǫ t,x its Root barrier around (t, x) after scaling with some ǫ > 0, i.e. R ǫ t,x = t + ǫ 2 s, x + ǫy : s ≥ r (y) .
We now introduce a Markov chain that is easy to generate on a computer. The motivation is the following: Fix a point (t, x) ∈ D\D δ and consider the Root barrier R
. From the very definition of ρ (t, x) it follows that a Brownian motion started at (t, x) will not have left the domain D before it leaves R ρ(t,x) t,x
. We now record the exit time and position of B from R ρ(t,x) t,x and Corollary 7 tells us that the distribution of this time space increment is ρ 2 (t, x) r (U ) , ρ (t, x) U for U ∼ U [−1,1] . If this first step puts us into D δ we stop. Otherwise we carry out the same procedure again, but now starting at t + ρ 2 (t, x) r (U ) , x + ρ (t, x) U .
Definition 6. For every (t, x) ∈ D define a Markov chain
and a stopping time ν = ν t,x,δ (if the context is clear we do not write the superscripts t, x, δ) recursively as follows: u ← u/samples 12: return u 13: end function By construction of the Markov chain, it is clear that each sample trajectory does not contribute an error bigger than δ. The more interesting question is how many steps the chain makes on average before leaving D δ . As in Muller's elliptic version [26] , the average number of steps only grows proportional to log 
The number of steps ν is finite a.s. and for all (t, x) ∈ D\D δ ,
Proof. Under the above assumptions on g and D, the existence of a unique classical solution to (5.1) and the Feynman-Kac representation 
and note that the first difference on the right hand site is bounded by |u| Lip δ. The second difference on the right hand vanishes since by construction of the Markov chain we have (τ ν , M ν ) = L (τ ν , B τν ) and u is space-time harmonic on D. To estimate the number of steps, we start with an idea similar to that in [24, 26] but then argue via PDE comparison. This allows us to give a short proof. For v a bounded measurable function on D define
where τ t,x is the first exit time from R ρ(t,x) t,x
. We denote the expected number of steps with n (t, x) = E t,x [ν]. It is then the unique solution to the equation (5.2) n − P n = 1, in D\D δ , n = 0 in D δ
To obtain an upper bound on n it is enough to obtain supersolutions to the above equation. Note that if v is C 1,2 D , by Itô's formula we actually have 
conclusion and possible extensions
We have presented a new characterization of Root's solution of the classic Skorokhod embedding problem (SEP µ ) as the unique solution of an integral equation with an intuitive interpretation, gave conditions on µ under which the integral equation simplifies for numerical purposes and shown that the Root barrier can be used to yield a new and very simple Random walk over Spheres algorithm. It is natural to ask for several extensions:
• The proof of Theorem 2 can be extended to other processes than Brownian motion. While existence of the Root barrier is known, the issue is to find explicit formulas for the expected local time of this process to make this actually useful for numerics (note that this is not needed for the PDE approach). Similarly, Section 2 applies (with minor modifications) to the case of one-dimensional Brownian motion started with any probability measure that is in convex order with µ.
• Not much is known about (SEP µ ) in multi dimensions 7 . However, for radially symmetric target measures (like the uniform distribution on the unit ball) and multidimensional Brownian motion, the question is equivalent to embedding into the Bessel process, hence one can apply a simple modification of Theorem 2 in which the expected local time has still an explicit form. Unfortunately, for the general multidimensional (or even non-Brownian) case new ideas are needed and we hope to return to this and related Monte-Carlo applications in future work.
• Section 3 provides sufficient conditions on µ such that its barrier function becomes monotone and the integral equation (2.2) simplifies to a Volterra equation of the first kind. Numerics for nonlinear integral equations are a well-studied topic and in principle one could hope to find fast numerics for the integral equation (2.2) such that also for the general atom-free target measures equation (2.2) becomes a competitor in numerics to the nonlinear PDE approach.
